
Project Special 

SNAP INDICATOR cHRIS sowEs 
This simple project will supply a visual in
dication of who pressed a button first. It's 
suitable for games, and can also be used by 
teams by wiring several switches in parallel 
with those provided for single players. It 
also serves to demonstrate the function of 
the SCR, a member of the thyristor family 
(semiconductor power switches). 

The project uses two, SCRl and 
SCR2. These are usually found in AC cir
cuits (motor controllers, etc), but in DC 
circuits they have the useful property that 
an input pulse to the gate connection 
causes the SCR to latch and conduct a 
current between cathode and anode until 
the DC supply is removed. 

This means that we can use the SCR 
as a memory. When the SCR conducts, 
the voltage drop across the anode and 
cathode is virtually zero, so we can design 
the circuit so that the SCR both switches 
on an indicator and switches off the trigger 
voltage, which would be passed to the gate 
of the other SCR. This gives us a method 

of detcting who was first to answer. 

Circuit Description 
In the initial state no current flows. If the 
player who's represented by Dl is first to 
press his or her switch (S2), a small current 
is made to flow through diode D2, R2, R3 
and R5 into the gate of SCRl, firing it and 
illuminating Dl. Since the voltage drop 
across SCRl is virtually zero, pressing S3 
would not cause a sufficiently large voltage 
to the gate of SCR2 for it to be fued. 

The SCR will remain latched and the 
SCR lit until the circuit flow is interrupted 
momentarily. This is done by pressing nor
mally-closed switch Sl. The circuit is then 
reset and ready for another round. 

The circuit is constructed on perfboard 
or stripboard, 11 strips by 17 holes. 

PARTS LIST 
Rl-3: 330, .25W, R3-6: 33k, SCRl-2: 106D 
SCR or equiv., Dl-2: red LED, Sl: push
to-break pushbutton, S2-3: push-to-make 
pushbutton, Bl: 9V battery. 
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PROGRAMMABLE TIMER CHRIS WALKER 
This portable device can accurately time 
any period from 15 minutes to 3 hours, 45 
minutes in 15-minute steps. The circuit can 
be divided into four discrete parts, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The pulse generator 
causes the circuit to increment once for 
every pulse received, and these form the 
basis of a timer. 

The programmable logic looks for 
this number and when it appears, activates 
the oscillator which sounds the 
pie:zoelectric transducer. The alarm will 
sound until silenced. 

The pulse generator is formed from a 
4541 CMOS IC. Following the oscillator is 
an on-chip progammble divider which 
divides the oscillator frequency by either 
256, 1024, 8192 or 65536 depending on the 
binary code at pins 12 and 13; with both at 
logic 1, the 65536 division is selected and 
the output is available at pin 8. Pin 6, when 

. taken high, resets the output from pin 8 to 
zero. 

The Counter 
Referring to Fig. 2, resistors Rl and R2 
and capacitor Cl determine the time con
stant for ICl's oscillator. Trim pot VRl is a 
22-tum cermet type used to fine-tune the 
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frequency to 1165Hz. Following division by 
65536, the output at pin 8 completes one 
cycle (low to high and back again) in 56.25 
seconds. 

Every time pin 9 of IC2 goes high, 
capacitor C3 and resistor R4 generate a 
pulse to beep the sounder every two 
minutes to indicate that the timer is work
ing. Constructors who do not want this 
feature can omit C3, R4 and D2 

Capacitor C2 and R3 produce a pulse 
at pin 11 of IC2 which ensures that the 
counter is reset when power is applied. 
This pulse is also sent to the output via D3 
to produce a power-up beep. 

The output at pin 3 of IC2 first goes 
high on the 16th pulse from ICl, or 15 
minutes after power-up. Similarly, pin 2 
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goes high after twice this period (30 min.), 
pin 4 after one hour and pin 13 after two 
hours. 

PARTSUST 
Rl: 33k metal film, 1%, R2: 82k, R3-9: 
lOOk, RlO: 39k (all resistors 5%, .25W un
less noted). VRl: lOk 22-tum cermet trim, 
VR2: lOOk carbon trim, Cl: lOn polyester, 
C2-3: lu 35V tantalum, C4: lOu 16V tan
talum, C5,6: lOn ceramic, Dl-3: 1N4148, 
ICl: 4541 CMOS oscillator, IC2: 4040 
CMOS 12-stage counter, IC3: 4012 CMOS 
NAND, IC4: 4093 NAND Schmitt trigger. 

Sl-4: miniature single-po;le DIP 
switches (+way), SS: latching pushbutton, 
Bl: PX28 6V silver-oxide camera battery, 
WDl: piezoelectric sounder. 
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Fig. 1. 17ze system block diagram for the Programmable Timer. 
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Fig. 2. Complete circuit diagram for the Programmable Timer. 
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Fig. 3. Various timing combinations. Fig. 4. The component layout. and Fig. 5. 17Je circuit board. 

RAIN ALARM 
In this circuit, a Darlington transistor pair 
amplifies the small current passing through 
drops of water falling on a sensor and 
sounds an alarm. The circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1. Power is supplied by a standard 9V 
battery. 

When a drop of rain bridges the sen
sor vanes, which are adjacent strips on a 
piece of stripboard, a small current flows 
between the connecting wires. This cur
rent flows through Rl and the base- emit
ter junction of TRl. A much bigger cur
rent, about 200 times, flows through the 
collector-emitter circuit of TRl. This cur
rent comes from the base-emitter junction 
of TR2, turning it on and sounding the 
buzzer. Rl is included to limit the current 
out ofTRl in case of a short circuit. 

When transistors are wired in this 
manner (Darlington pair), the current gain 
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of the circuit is equal to the gain of the two 
transistors multiplied together (current gain 
is the ratio of collector current to base cur
rent). In this circuit, current gain is about 
400) times, so only a fraction of the buzzer's 
small current will flow through the sensor. 

The Sensor 
All that is required is to wire a piece of 
stripboard a few tracks deep and a few 
holes wide (size isn't critical) so that alter
nate strips may be connected together. The 
wiring is done with small wire links on the 
topside of the board. 

PARTSUST 
Rl: 1M, TRl: ZfX300, 2N39094, etc., 
TR2: TIP31A or other plastic NPN power 
transistor, Bl: 9V battery, Sl: miniature 
toggle switch, WDl: 6 to 9V buzzer. 
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Rain A/ann. 
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